Brussels Crisis Actor — This Guy Allegedly Survived
His 'Third Terror Attack' After Paris and Boston
According to the MSM, this American teenager just survived his
THIRD terror attack in Brussels this week, after Paris and Boston.
(This has to be one of the most ridiculous narratives from a long strain of amateurishly designed false flags, so
I am not going to take this seriously).
According to ABC News, Mason Wells escaped with minor injuries — a ruptured Achilles tendon, shrapnel
injuries and burns — from the 3/22 Brussels attack.
Mason's father told ABC that his son was just a block away from the finish line of the 2013 Boston marathon, in
which his mother was competing, when a bomb has allegedly been detonated, killing 3 and injuring over 260.

(Myself and a dedicated online community of researchers have gathered a ton of evidence to debunk
the Boston Marathon Bombing official narrative, highlighting a huge number of inconsistencies. You
can read everything on the subject HERE). ← only accessible from original site
The teen from Utah, USA, was also in Paris on November 13 when an alleged series of coordinated
terrorist attacks rocked the city, killing 129 people.
(Paris was yet another false flag event and the inconsistencies were abundant, just as you would
suspect. You can read more on the subject HERE and HERE).

The impossible odds
According to official data, terrorist attacks are so rare (despite the mainstream media's efforts to
convince us otherwise) that it's 22 times more likely to be killed by a brain-eating amoeba and 9 times
more likely to be killed by a law enforcement officer in
the USA than by a terrorist.
In fact, The Jewish Daily Forward noted last year that
– even including the people killed in the Boston
bombing – you are more likely to be killed by a
TODDLER than a terrorist. (Source)
So, folks, you should watch out for toddlers!
According to official statistics, they are deadlier than
terrorists.
Giving the fact that Mr. Mason (by the way, great
choice of a name!) has witnessed live three of these extremely
rare events, in three different countries, on two different
continents, he is either one of the most fortunate or unfortunate
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people in the world — I cannot decide. At least one thing is clear: if you see this guy, RUN!

And there's more...
This reminds me of two other impossible-to-believe cases, this time surrounding the MH17 and
MH370 false flags.
Dutch cyclist Maarten De Jonge was supposed to be on board both MH17, and MH370 flights (both
flights allegedly crashed), but decided not board either. They're saying he got "lucky twice."
Kaylene Mann (from Australia) supposedly had a brother on MH370, and a stepdaughter on MH17. I
suppose she's "unlucky twice."
Then we have the families of the children allegedly murdered at Sandy Hook (another huge false flag
with tons of missing pieces and unanswered questions) present in Boston during the marathon, just to
be involved in yet another *cough* staged *cough* terrorist attack.
So, they either have a limited number of crisis actors, hence the need to reuse them (by the way, in
case you're interested, they are hiring), or they think so little of us that they don't consider us capable
of connecting the dots.
By Alexander Light, HumansAreFree.com

This loser Mason Wells was apparently identified as another Crisis
Actor, therefore, an incredible story had to be told, because anyone who was
truly at three Terrorist Attack events would obviously draw at least minor
media attention to themselves. The truly unbelievable aspect of these acts of
Hegelian Dialect is the hardcore fact that millions, correction → tens-ofmillions, possibly → hundreds-of-millions, of Americans continue to believe
these false-flag attacks are nonstaged events!
➖ S. Prario
The reason so many continue to believe is relatively simple to unearth. Firstly, just as the
perpetrators and their allies plan, Americans live too fast paced and busy lives to research the events
even though all one must do is log online and type the words ‘False-Flag’. Secondly, many Americans are
Christians and those who don’t consider themselves (primarily because they’ve been tricked by the Luciferians to
become Atheists) Christians still operate with Christian-type morals. It’s hard to imagine anyone who’s
ascertained a position of great power or who’s merely in charge with delivering the populace news could
be so infested with the sin of Bearing False-Witness; which Jesus personally labeled as one of the six
worst sins. Most people actually-believe other people are descent honest human-beings. Unfortunately, to
obtain great power within a Capitalist Democracy the people who lie, steal, and murder get the furthest
in the system. Remember, we don’t abide within a Republic as America was originally chosen to be, a democracy
is vastly disparate.

– S.P.

